Active control of sound radiation due to subsonic wave scattering from discontinuities represented by a line constraint or by a uniform reinforcing rib positioned on a fluid-loaded infinite plate is analytically studied. The mathematical models are based on the plate vibration and sound radiation due to a line force or a line moment solved in the spectral k domain. For simplicity, the far-field pressure is estimated by the stationary phase approach. Feed-forward control is achieved by adding secondary line forces applied to the plate near the discontinuity. The amplitudes of control forces are determined by the optimal solution of a cost function that integrates the far-field radiated acoustic intensity in a semicylindrical space around the discontinuity. The results show that for subsonic incident waves, high reduction in radiated pressure due to spectral wave scattering at the discontinuities is possible with two active control forces located near the discontinuity. The amount of sound reduction as well as the residual directivity pattern is shown to depend upon the number and location of the control forces.
INTRODUCTION
Active control of sound radiation has recently attracted substantial attention from acoustical engineers. For well-defined sound radiation patterns, quadratic optimal control theory provides a relatively straightforward mathematical approach to suppress the radiated acoustic power output in a spatially defined acoustic domain. Although the technique of optimizing a quadratic cost function is well known, its application to the control of sound radiation is still a challenging research subject. This approach is well defined by Nelson The paper is concerned with applying active control to reducing the sound radiation due to wave scattering from discontinuities. The active control is achieved by applying forces near the discontinuities and the control approach is a steady state feed-forward model. The optimal control forces are obtained using quadratic minimization of a cost function based on the radiated acoustic power. For this initial investigation, the analysis is based on an idealized system consisting of infinite thin plate with semi-infinite acoustic fluid on one side and in vacuo on the other. The discontinuities considered consist of a line constraint or a uniform rib attached to the plate. The mathematical approach is to describe the response of the plate system in the spectral k domain and solve for the far-field radiated pressure using the stationary phase approach. For the numerical examples presented here the acoustic field is considered to be water ensuring strong coupling between plate and fluid response. The incident acoustic waves are limited to subsonic, thus all noise radiation to the far field is due to wave scattering phenomena.
Although the infinite plate system is idealized, the paper does consider two new themes: active control of sound radiation from fluid-loaded coupled structures as well as control of radiation due to line discontinuities. The results thus add new understanding to this important problem.
I. ANALYSIS
The infinite plate is considered to be loaded with an acoustic fluid on one side and in vacuo on the other. There are two forms of discontinuities to be studied. The first discontinuity is of a line constraint at which plate displacement is constrained to zero. When the subsonic incident flexural wave impinges on the constraint it interacts with the constraint causing the discontinuity to exert a reaction line force on the plate. This line force generates additional plate waves and associated radiation, which represents the scattered fields. The second discontinuity consists of a reinforcing rib attached to the plate. In this case the rib is assumed to act as a lumped mass that has both translational and rotational inertia and thus can be approximated as exerting both a reaction moment as well as a force on the plate. In this case these reaction inputs will be related to the inertial properties of the rib as driven by the incident field on the plate. Both of these cases are shown in Fig. 1 . Thus, before considering control of sound radiation 
where co is the frequency of excitation, Fo is the complex magnitude, and •5(') is the Dirac delta function. With a k-plane Fourier transform and associated manipulations, the normalized plate out-of-plane velocity can be expressed as the sum of residue terms and two branch integrals. 4 These residues and branch cut integrals can be evaluated using the procedure developed by Nayak. 4 Thus the response of the plate is evaluated as For the rib-plate system the derivation is very similar, but the form of the boundary condition is different. In this case it is assumed that the rib stays attached to the plate, thus the rib out-of-plate displacement and rotation (taken as a lumped parameter system) must equal the plate at the point of contact, x----0. Thus when an incident flexural wave strikes the rib, it exerts both an inertial back reaction force and moment as depicted in Fig. 1 (b) . Note that the actual total displacements and rotations are not constrained to some fixed values as in the line constraint case. The application of control forces will lead to markedly different behav- For the rib constraint, the rib was assumed to be made of steel with dimensions and properties also given in Table I . For the results presented here, either one or two control forces were considered as control inputs. When one control force is used, the matrices in the optimal analysis degenerate to scalars, however the approach remains the same. The results are plotted in terms of the far-field radiation directivity pattern centered on the discontinuity. For convenience in the radiation plots, negative values of radiation angle 0 correspond to negative axial coordinate positions in X.
A. Line constraint, to/too =0.02 Figure 3 presents the sound pressure directivity patterns in the far field for co/COc = 0.02. It is apparent that in Fig. 3 the noise field is monopole-like, being fairly uniform with radiation angle. This is to be expected since the line constraint acts as a single back-reaction force.
When one control force is applied at l• = 0.36 m on the right side of the constraint, the radiated pressure is markedly reduced 1,y around 15 to 25 dB. The residual sound field has the shape of a dipole radiation source, due to the control force combining with the back reaction force to create a moment-like input to the plate (as they are not colocated). Note that applying the control force at x = 0 will lead to no reduction, since due to the boundary condition, the input impedance is infinite at this point. Studies have also shown that either increasing or decreasing the control location will lead to a deterioration in amount of reduction. There is an optimal location for the control force location and this will be further studied in a companion paper.
When Fig. 6 illustrates some interesting aspects. Although two control forces were used it was not possible to totally attenuate the radiated sound. This result is most likely due to the fact that the rib theoretically exerts its
